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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
 

Underutilized and unmotivated professional committed to bringing industry expertise and doing meaningful 

work again. Used to love collaborating with like-minded peers and having my efforts valued on projects. 

Desperate for coaching and feedback that was promised for development and career opportunities within the 

organization. Looking to love my work again, while reducing empty promises from managers. Tired of getting 

passed over for internal promotions due to lack of whatever the F**K the manager would BS to me during 1 

on 1s and Year-End Reviews. Looking forward to hopefully drinking less wine and White Claws during the 

week and jumping into the next challenge, and begin paying my student loans, or credit cards, or maybe putting 

some away in a 401k or stocks…That would be nice!  

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

ABC Company with Shi**y Pay, No Room for Growth City, NY         August 2017-Present Doomsday 

Manager of Finding a New Job       
 

 Responsible for consistently looking like I am busy around leadership and peers, but in fact, I am on 

LinkedIn and CareerBuilder trying to get the BEEP out of here! 

 

 Created award-winning fake facial expressions that is used daily with managers and leadership. Facial 

expressions have increased by 34% over the last 3 months due to lack of follow-up on career 

development opportunities. 

 

 Designed and developed thicker skin by 45%, while reducing expectations by 1000% from leadership 

due to lack of recognition, general appreciation, and failure to utilize full set of competencies.  

 

 Constantly multi-tasking on useless conference calls that are really calls to review email threads, in 

which no one reads, because these MotherF***ers are longer than the Stars Wars original trilogy.  

 

 Continually checking my Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter accounts during work hours for the latest 

Baby Yoda MeMes because I am not getting challenged enough with current projects. 

 

 Developed innovative process to effectively count down the hours and days until Friday in order to post 

#weekendvibes all over social media while increasing alcohol consumption by 20% quarter-over-quarter 

due to stress levels increasing by 60 

 

 Embark on multiple daily website searches that include journey mapping from Amazon to debate on 

what Prime shipping offers exist, while checking ESPN for the betting lines, to venturing into “Where 

are they today” spam loaded slideshows of celebrities on Yahoo. 

 

 Spearhead over 2 dozen scenarios of winning 100M PowerBall and how I would quit my job, what I 

would say to my boss and peers, and debate how many animals I would rescue on my newly purchased 

14M dollar farm. 
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 
Masterful Inner Voice Communication • Unmute Line for Conference Call Specialist • Copy and Paste 

PowerPoint Template Skills • Screen Share on Virtual Tools without Help • Filter Master/Photoshop • Responds 

to 65% of Emails • Can Produce with or without Coffee • iPhone Battery Manager Professional • Team Player 

for Happy Hour •  

 

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS AND AWARDS 
Don’t Lose my SH** Certificate – (2020) 

Most Likely to Find Another Job Award (2020) 

Highest Performer but Most Overlooked Candidate for Promotion (2018-2020) 

 

EDUCATION 
Great Lakes Student Loan University                                                            Graduated 2016              

Masters of Arts in Student Loan Debt, Concentration in Deferment       

 

University of Sallie Mae                                                        Graduated May 2011                    

Bachelors in Still Paying this Loan Off, Concentration in Forbearance  

 
 

 

 


